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ABSTRACT
Three-operand binary adder is the basic functional unit to perform the modular arithmetic in
various cryptography and pseudorandom bit generator (PRBG) algorithms and also used in many
applications. Carry save adder (CS3A) is the widely used technique to perform the three-operand
addition. In carry save adder at final stage uses ripple carry adder which will cause large critical
path delay. Moreover, a parallel prefix two-operand adder such as Han-Carlson (HCA) can also
be used for three-operand addition that significantly reduces the critical path delay with more
area complexity. Hence, a new high-speed and area-efficient adder architecture is proposed using
pre-compute bitwise addition followed by carry prefix computation logic to perform the threeoperand binary addition that consumes substantially less area and less delay. When compare to
existing design like three operand carry save adder and two operand based three operand HanCarlson adder the proposed design consumes less area and less delay. The synthesis and
simulation are verified by using Xilinx ISE 14.7 Tool.
Keywords:Three-operand adder, carry save adder (CSA), Han-Carlson adder (HCA), modular
arithmetic.
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LCG-based PRBG methods such as CLCG
[9], MDCLCG [10] and CVLCG [11]. It
can be implemented either by using two
stages of two-operand adders or one stage
of three-operand adder. Carry-save adder
(CSA) is the commonly used technique to
perform the three-operand binary addition
[9]–[14]. It computes the addition of three

Fig.1: Three-operand carry-save adder

operands in two stages. The first stage is the

(CS3A) showing critical path delay.

array of full adders. Each full adder
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computes “carry” bit

The major drawback of the CS3A is the

concurrently

from

and “sum” bit

three

binary

input

larger critical path delay which increases
with an increase of bit length.

, 𝑏𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑖. The second stage is the ripple-

carry adder that computes the final n-bit

2. Han-Carlson Adder:
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the three-operand carry-save adder is shown

modified radix-2 Montgomery modular

below figure. Where critical path delay is

algorithm. The HC2A based three-operand

highlighted with a dashed line. It shows that

adder architecture is shown in below figure

the critical path delay depends on the carry

represent the characteristics diagram and

propagation delay of ripple carry stage and

first-order architecture of the Han-Carlson

is evaluated as follows.

based three-operand adder.
The two stages of two-operand Han-Carlson
adders (HC2A- 1 and HC2A-2) compute the
addition of three operands. The detailed
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architecture of two-operand Han-Carlson

4. PROPOSED METHOD
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Stage-1: Bit Addition Logic:

between area and delay, a new high-speed,
area-efficient three-operand adder technique
and its efficient VLSI architecture is

Stage-2: Base Logic:

proposed.

Stage-3: PG (Generate and Propagate)
Logic:

Stage-4: Sum Logic:

The proposed VLSI architecture of the
Fig.2: The carry generation structure of
Han-Carlson adders
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adder technique performs the addition of

signal “carry” bit of its right-adjacentfull

three n-bit binary inputs in four different

adder are used together to compute the

stages. In the first stage (bit-addition logic),

generate 𝐺𝑖and propagate (Pi ) signals in the

the bitwise addition of three n-bit binary

second stage (base logic).The computation

input operands is performed with the array

of Gi and Pi signals are represented bythe

of full adders, and each full adder computes

“squared saltire-cell” as shown in Fig. 3(a)

“sum (𝑆 𝑖 )” and “carry (𝑐𝑦𝑖 )” signals as

and there aren+1 number of saltire-cells in

highlighted in Fig. 3(a). The logical

the base logic stage. The logicdiagram of

expressions for computing sum (𝑆𝑖 ) and

the saltire-cell is shown in Fig. 3(b), and it

and the logicaldiagram of the bit-addition

expression,

carry (𝑐𝑦𝑖 ) signals are defined in Stage-1,

isrealized

by

the

following

logical

logic is shown in fig.

The third stage is the carry computation
stage called “generate and propagate logic”
(PG) to pre-compute the carry bit and is the
combination of black and grey cell logics.
The logical diagram of black and grey cell
is shown in Fig. 3(b) that computes the
carry generate 𝐺𝑖: 𝑗 and propagate Pi: j
signals

with

the

following

logical

expression,

Fig.3: Proposed three-operand adder
The number of prefix computation stages
In the first stage, the output signal “sum

for the proposed adder is (log2 n+1), and

(𝑆𝑖 )” bit of currentfull adder and the output

therefore, the critical path delay of the
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proposed adder is mainly influenced by this

Existing method

carry propagate chain. The final stage is

HC3A Adder

represented as sum logic in which the “sum

Area report:

(𝑆𝑖 ) ” bits are computed from the carry
generate Gi: j and carry propagate Pi bits
using the logical expression
𝑆𝑖 = (𝑃𝑖 ⊕ 𝐺𝑖 − 1: 0).

The

carryout

signal (𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) is directly obtained from the
carry generate bit 𝐺𝑛:

5. METHODS OR TECHNIQUES
USED
The proposed adder is implemented in
Verilog HDL stimulated in Xilinx ISE
Design Suite 14.5. Verilog HDL is a
hardware description language. It is a
language used for describing a digital
system like network system. It is very easy

Delay Report:

for designing and debugging.
6. SIMULATIONRESULTS
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Proposed three Operand Adder:

6. CONCLUSION

Area Report:

In this we conclude that, a high-speed areaefficient adder technique and its VLSI
architecture is proposed to perform the three
operand

binary

addition

in

various

cryptography algorithms. The proposed
three-operand adder technique is a parallel
prefix adder that uses four-stage structures
to compute the addition of three input
operands. The novelty of this proposed
Delay Report:

architecture is the reduction of delay and
area in the prefix computation stages in PG
logic and bit-addition logic that leads to an
overall reduction in critical path delay. It
also decrease the area complexity when
compare to other parallel prefix three
operand

adders.

Form

the

above

comparison, the proposed three operand
binary adder consists of less area and less
delay when compare to existing in CS3A
COMPARISION OF EXISTING AND

and HC3A three operand adder. The

PROPOSED ADDERS IN TERMS OF

synthesis and simulation are verified by

AREA & DELAY:

using Xilinx ISE tool.
7. FUTURE SCOPE
The proposed adder technique is a parallel
prefix adder. However, it has four-stage
structures instead three-stage structures in
prefix adder to compute the addition of
three binary input operands such as bitaddition logic, base logic, PG (propagate
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and generate) logic and sum logic. Hence
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we can modify the PG (propagate and
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generate) and replace with other carry
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value. By modifying these design we get
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improvement in the parameters like area and
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delay.
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